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  The ESME (Effects of Sound in the Marine Environment) Workbench is a software tool designed to predict the impact of anthropogenic
sounds on marine mammals. The ESME Workbench (http://esme.bu.edu) allows the user to use site-specific environmental data such as
bathymetry and sound-speed profiles to predict sound propagation in a wide range of scenarios and to record the sound exposures received by
virtual animals. The acoustic propagation models use range-dependent depth profiles and depth dependent sound speed profiles to compute the
received sound level for simulated animal from each simulated source. The propagation models use bottom and sea surface characteristics to
account for losses that occur during reflection at these boundaries. Sound sources are specified through parameters such as source location,
frequency, intensity, and beam pattern. The animal behavior is simulated using the 3MB animal movement model. We will provide hands-on
demonstrations at the meeting for those interested in learning more about the ESME Workbench.
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INTRODUCTION

Anthropogenic Noise (AN) in the ocean is a source of increasing concern for regulatory agencies, the acoustic 
research community, and the public at large. Common sources of AN include naval training exercises, commercial 
shipping traffic and geological and petroleum industry surveys.  

In marine mammals, the potential for violations of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (MMPA) (“takes”) is high for loud sources such as sonar: permanent and temporary threshold shifts 
(Level A harassment), harassment and perturbation of normal behavior (Level B harassment) occur. For lower 
intensity noise, informational masking has been shown as an effect of AN in the highly threatened right whale [1] 
and other species. 

The Effects of Sound on the Marine Environment (ESME) project at Boston University has produced the ESME 
Workbench 2012, which provides governmental and private regulators and researchers a software tool to explore the 
effects of anthropogenic noise on marine populations by simulating the propagation of sound in complex underwater 
environments and estimating received levels for model populations of common marine mammal species. It is 
available for download at http://esme.bu.edu/.  Some of the concepts used in ESME Workbench 2012 are based on a 
MATLAB proof of concept developed with previous funding from the Office of Naval Research [2]. 

THE ESME ARCHITECTURE 

ESME Workbench 2012 is software designed with industry-standard best practices in interface design, 
modularity, testability and code reuse. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of the software system. Except for 
a few components that were not developed by the authors, all subsystems where implemented using C# and .NET.  

FIGURE 1. ESME Workbench 2012 architecture. Within the major subsystems, the red boxes are components of the user 
interface.  The light blue components are components that ESME uses but were not developed by the authors. Green boxes 
indicate data that are stored on disk. 
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On a large scale, ESME can be divided into several major subsystems: a database that stores simulation 
parameters, a collection of data files that define acoustic, biological, and environmental data, and a suite of plugins 
to compute sound propagation, define environmental parameters, predict sound output, and represent simulation 
output graphically. 

The ESME database contains all data and metadata necessary to describe any scenarios that have been defined by 
the user.  The data needed to describe a scenario consists of a location, environmental data at that location, a set of 
active acoustic sources and associated behavioral data, a set of species to be exposed to those acoustic sources, and a 
set of acoustic simulations intended to model the sound field produced by those sources.  

Some of these data are stored in a relational database, and some are stored external to the database in binary 
files.  External files were used in cases where using the database did not make sense from a performance or space 
efficiency perspective. 

All scenarios are built inside a geographic bounding box, formed by the northern, southern, eastern and western 
edges of the simulation area.  This extent information is called a Location.  Multiple scenarios can share a single 
Location. The scenario is the basic unit of simulation in ESME. A fully specified scenario is linked to a specific, 
already-defined Location and contains the following information: 

� Platforms. A platform is a container for one or more active acoustic sources.  Platform types include 
surface ships, submarines, and aircraft. Platforms can either be stationary or have certain predefined 
behaviors. 

� Sound Sources. Each platform has one or more Sources.  A source is intended to reflect a physical system 
that puts sound into the water. A sonar system or a depth sounder would be good examples of Sources. 

� Sound Source Modes. Each source has one or more Modes.  A mode is intended to reflect a distinct 
operational mode of a particular Source.  For example, if the Source is a mid-frequency sonar system, then 
a specific mode would be defined by its beam pattern, frequency, ping duration, and repetition rate.  The 
Modes defined in a scenario should reflect the desired acoustic settings of any systems that will be active 
during the simulation 

� Platform Perimeters. If any platforms will be moving about randomly in the scenario, one or more 
Perimeters must be defined.  A Perimeter is simple polygon that is completely contained within the location 
boundaries.  Multiple Platforms may be associated with any given Perimeter. 

� Acoustic Analysis Points.  An analysis point is a location at which every acoustically distinct Mode will 
be simulated by the acoustic simulator.  As the scenario simulator runs, the closest Analysis Point at each 
simulation time step is used to calculate the exposures for each animal. 

� Marine Mammal Species.  Each species specified also has a population density.  The individuals in each 
species can (optionally) have their behavior simulated during the scenario simulation, using the Marine 
Mammal Movement and Behavior Simulator (3MBS) [3], which is included in ESME. 

File Storage 

Each location and scenario that is created by the user causes a folder to be created in ESME’s internal storage 
directory. This folder is used to contain data relating to the scenario that does not make sense to store in the 
database, due to size or performance concerns.  The following types of data are stored in data files:  

� Environmental data.  Environmental data consist of wind speed, sound speed, sediment and bathymetric 
data that describe the physical environment inside the location. These files are stored in an internal binary 
representation for space efficiency and access speed 

� Acoustic simulation output.  At each analysis point, every acoustically distinct sound source is simulated, 
across multiple 2-D radials originating at each analysis point location, and extending outward from that 
point a user-specifiable number of meters. The results of each simulation run are stored in a number of 
custom-formatted binary files, on a per-radial basis.  During a scenario simulation, these radial files are 
loaded and cached on an as-needed basis, with the least recently used radials discarded first when the cache 
is full.  All exposure lookups (see below) are performed from this cache. 

� Animal populations.  For each simulation, one or more animal species are specified by the scenario author 
along with a population density.  The number of animals for a given species that are predicted to be in the 
chosen location is randomly distributed throughout the extent of the location. The resulting 3-D animal 
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locations (latitude, longitude and depth) are saved in a custom-formatted binary file in the scenario storage 
directory 

Marine Mammal Simulation 

The ESME workbench uses the Marine Mammal Movement and Behavior (3MB) program for the creation and 
simulation of animal movement and behavior within the ocean [3]. 3MB was coded in C++.  The program permits a 
bounded stochastic simulation of individual animals, or animats, through defined behavioral states. Behavioral state 
transitions and residency in behavioral states can be established with dependencies on other behaviors, time of day, 
and abiotic ocean characteristics. Aversion to sound exposure is programmable. Species-specific behaviors are 
derived from the peer-reviewed scientific literature. 

Acoustic Simulators 

The plugin-style architecture of the acoustic simulator is designed to support multiple simulation engines. As of 
this writing, ESME currently supports two, Bellhop and RAMGeo. Both are coded in Fortran.  Bellhop is a ray 
tracing algorithm [4], suitable for higher-frequency sources, or sources in deep water. It is fast and efficient but loses 
accuracy where the water depth is less than about 20 wavelengths. Documentation and source code is available 
online at http://oalib.hlsresearch.com/Rays/index.html.  RAMGeo is a simulator based on the parabolic equation 
[5].  It is general purpose but is usually slower to compute than Bellhop.  For best results, we recommend specifying 
RAMGeo in any situation where Bellhop’s requirements may not be met, or are marginal. 

OAML Databases 

The Workbench obtains information on bottom sediment type, bathymetry, surface wind speed, water 
temperature, and water salinity from four databases that are taken from the Oceanographic and Atmospheric Master 
Library (OAML). Bottom sediment type, which determines the acoustic characteristics of the ocean floor, is 
provided by the BST-V database [6], which provides one of twenty-three different bottom types at two minute 
resolution with global coverage. Monthly averages of surface wind speed, which determines the surface roughness 
and thus the acoustic characteristics of the sea surface, is provided by the Surface Marine Gridded Climatological 
Database (SMGC) [7] at a sixty minute resolution.  Coverage is global with the exception of the Baltic Sea. Monthly 
averages of temperature and salinity, which determine the speed of sound in water, are provided by the Generalized 
Digital Environment Model (GDEM) [8]with global coverage and fifteen minute resolution.  Bathymetric data, 
which affects sound propagation, species populations and behavior, and ship placement, is provided by the Digital 
Bathymetry Database (DBDB) [9] with global coverage and in four resolutions: 2 min, 1 min, 0.5 min, 0.1 min, and 
0.05 min. 

Scenario Simulator 

The scenario simulator keeps track of the location of all of the ‘actors’ in the simulation (platforms and animals), 
at each time step, looks up the exposure of each animal to each active source at each time step, and writes that 
exposure information into a log file for later processing.  After the simulation log is available, the analysis tools are 
available to generate summary statistics of the simulation, group the results in various ways, filter by platform, 
mode, or species.  Custom analyses are also possible using MATLAB. Example MATLAB code is provided that 
allows interested users to develop custom scripts for processing the log file data. 

EXAMPLE SIMULATION OF ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION AND ANIMAL EXPOSURE 

A portion of the Gulf of Maine surrounding Stellwagen Bank during June was chosen as a representative 
location. Exposures were simulated over a 1-hour time span.  
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FIGURE 2. The ESME User Interface.  Shown are the four major components: the Ribbon Bar, the Table of Contents, the Status 
Bar, and the main Scenario Area.  Also pictured: two Analysis Points: a specific location where acoustic transmission losses are
calculated. 

The ESME user interface has four main components.  The Ribbon Bar is the means by which users create 
scenarios, compute transmission losses, and run simulations in the Scenario Area.   The Table of Contents is a 
contextual tree display of all the data that can appear on the map.  Platforms, sources, modes, perimeters, and 
species can be added and edited here. 

The scenario pictured in Figure 2 is situated in the southern portion of the Gulf of Maine, off the coast of 
Massachusetts.  The black Analysis Point is centered in the Stellwagen Bank National Marine Sanctuary, while the 
white Analysis Point is located in deeper water to the northeast.   Two ship platforms are loaded in the scenario, each 
with a 3.5 kHz mid-frequency sonar array.    Bathymetric information from DBDB is displayed as a colorized layer 
on the map with redder colors indicating shallower water.  The data resolution is 0.5 min. 

Environmental data can be accessed via the Status Bar, which displays the latitude, longitude, and available 
data of each type for the current position of the cursor.  In the case of sound speed data, double-clicking on any point 
within the location boundaries displays the sound speed profile at that point.  
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FIGURE 3. A Sound Speed Profile for Latitude 42.75, Longitude -70.0, in the month of June.   

Sound speed (Figure 3) was computed automatically by the Chen Millero Li equation [10], using temperature 
and salinity data from GDEM-V at a resolution of 15 minutes.  Transmission losses were calculated using Bellhop 
with a range cell and depth cell size of 10m.  16 radials, with 22.5-degree spacing, were calculated at two Analysis 
Points.   

FIGURE 4. Transmission loss calculated with Bellhop with a propagation radius of 25 km. The bottom profile obtained from 
DBDB is shown in gray.  Transmission loss is colorized, with red colors corresponding to lower loss. 
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A 3.5 kHz source with an equivalent source level of 230 dB re 1 uPa was used as to represent a medium-
frequency sonar unit in a 160m water column.  The depth offset was 2 m, with a horizontal beam width of 90 
degrees, a vertical beam width of 180 degrees, and relative beam angle and depression/elevation angle of 0 degrees. 
The pulse length was 0.5s, and the pulse interval 30s.  

Transmission losses were calculated with Bellhop at 22.5-degree interval radials at each Analysis Point.  The 
radial shown in Figure 4 was oriented at 67.5 degrees relative to north.   

The scenario was populated with three species.  Individual animats for each species were distributed randomly 
with uniform density within the simulation area into water depths that correspond to restrictions imposed by 
MMMBS that are appropriate to each species.  In this simulation, species densities were estimated from the 
literature and NMFS stock assessment reports.  Humpback whale (Megaptera novaeangliae) were populated with a 
density of 0.005 animats/km2 [11], Harbor seal (Phoca vitulina) with a density of 0.008 animats/km2 [12], and 
Harbor porpoise (Phocena phocena) with a density of 0.008 animats/km2 [13].  

FIGURE 5.  Binned sound exposure levels for three species and two acoustic sources.  Duration of exposure was 1 hour.      
Positions and sound exposure levels were logged every 30 seconds of simulated time. 

Figure 5 illustrates the results of the simulation. Binned sound exposure level (peak pressure and energy) were 
computed for the simulation depicted in Figure 2.   3MB was used to update animat positions at the same time.  At 
each time step, the contribution of each platform to each animat’s sound level exposure was recorded and binned 
into a histogram.  Histogram bins span 100 - 200 dB, with a bin width of 10 dB. 
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